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PMA condemns torture of doctor in Peshawar hospital  

LAHORE: Pakistan Medical Association is very much concerned about the 

unfortunate incidence took place in Khyber Teaching Hospital Peshawar in which the 

provincial health minister and his guards allegedly thrashed assistant professor Dr 

Ziauddin Afridi. 

statement issued here on Thursday, PMA Centre Secretary General Dr SM Qaisar 

Sajjad said that PMA condemns this brutality. It is very shameful that the health 

minister himself tortured a doctor on the premises of the hospital and hence promoted 

violence against healthcare providers. 

This is totally not acceptable. The minister is supposed to be responsible to provide 

security to the doctors of KPK. 

PMA is always against the suspension of medical facilities at hospitals but now the 

poor patients are suffering in the month of Ramazan because of the closure of the 

hospital services by the protesting doctors. The government is responsible for the 

whole tragic situation. 

https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/472274-pma-condemns-torture-of-doctor-in-peshawar-hospital  
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Pakistan Medical Association (PMA) has expressed its concerned about the unfortunate 

incidence took place in Khyber Teaching Hospital (KTH) Peshawar, in which the provincial 

health minister and his guards thrashed assistant professor Dr Ziauddin Afridi. 

 

According to a press release issued by PMA on Thursday, the health minister visited the 

hospital with Prof Nausherwan Burki. Dr Afridi was beaten so brutally that he fell 

unconscious after suffering head injury. 

 

"PMA condemns this brutality", Dr Qaiser Sajjad, secretary general PMA said adding that it 

is very shameful that the health minister himself tortured a doctor in the premises of the 

hospital and hence promoted violence against healthcare providers. The PMA said this is 

totally not acceptable. The minister is supposed to be responsible to provide security to the 

doctors of KPK. 

 

PMA is always against the suspension of medical facilities at hospitals but now the poor 

patients are suffering in the month of Holy Ramadan because of the closure of the hospital 

services by the protesting doctors. The government is responsible for the whole tragic 

situation. It is responsibility of the Chief Minister to negotiate with the doctors and meet their 

demands to calm the situation immediately.-PR 
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